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Modern heating systems service 
control

A new era of mobile technology makes big steps on the field 
of the work of installers and servicers of heating devices. 
Multiple visits to customers’ facilities will soon become a 
thing of the past. They will be replaced by remote control, 
diagnostics and quick repairs via smartphone or tablet. 
Modern servicers will provide their customers with quality 
control and immediate response to potential heating system 
errors. Every servicer will have their own customers, to whom 
they will offer services, instead of one-time interventions, 
throughout the entire heating season.
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How can you start your business in 
a different way?

Innovations are our challenges and opportunities. In 
the future, only those who know how to use their new 
knowledge and opportunities to improve their products 
or services, will be successful. It will be very important to 
do as much as possible in the most qualitative manner. 
This will increase the difference between what you offer 
and what your competitors offer.

Do you want to accept the challenge, use new tools and 
handle your business in a different manner?

We offer the opportunity for you to become 
the best servicer in the region.

If you want to achieve that, then this brochure is 
designed especially for YOU.
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Become a service agent with the shortest response time

Customers are extremely sensitive when their heating system breaks down. Therefore, fast servicer 
response is very important, especially at low temperatures and the consequent rapid cooling of 
buildings.

Offer help to the customer even before they become aware that their heating system 
is not working properly.

Can’t believe this is possible?
For servicers’ easier work and quick response we have developed the KELVIN application, especially 
for them. 
Use of the application provides service agents the data on their customers’ heating system operation. 
In the event of the failure in any building, the KELVIN application detects the error and displays the 
notification. 
Depending on how the malfunction affects the heating system operation, the servicer decides on 
the urgency of the repair. The facilities have a certain temperature persistence and if the service 
agent acts quickly enough, the error can be fixed before the temperature drops to the point that the 
customer feels it.
Customers would definitely be surprised and satisfied with your quick response. And a satisfied 
customer is the best made investment in the expansion of the business.
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Up-to-date information on the operation 
of the heating systems

One click enables access to the information about 
which of your customers are having problems with 
their heating system, what the problem is and how 
urgent their repair is.
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Correct the error with only one visit to the facility

Heating systems are becoming more and more complex. For proper diagnostics of the malfunction 
you need quality data on the heating system operation. Up till now, you only had the client’s 
description of the failure and overview of the operation to rely on when you arrived at the facility. 
Due to poor and incomplete information, it was hard for you to diagnose the problem, which 
resulted in returning to the facility several times before the fault was repaired.

But should it really be that way?

With the KELVIN application you can perform a comprehensive diagnostic overview of the facility. 
With a single click you can access quality information on system operation in real time, for a 
particular day or a period of time. Your diagnostics become more precise and the fault is repaired 
with only one visit.
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Comprehensive diagnostics of operation 
of the customer’s heating system

The diagnostics mode allows you to monitor and 
analyse the controller’s measurements data. The 
data can be observed in a daily or weekly view 
or the system operation can be monitored in real 
time.

1 Display of the customer, building, controller 
model and hydraulic scheme.

2 Display of measured temperatures.

3 Display the calculated temperatures.

4 Turning the display of the control inputs on 
and off.

5 Measured and calculated temperatures chart. 

6 Display of switching control outputs on/off.

7 Display of measured data in real time, daily 
and weekly view.
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Get work done more easily and in less time

The saying goes “Time is money” and you are perhaps aware yourself that your time is also 
incredibly valuable. For the configuration of the heating system, all controllers are integrated with a 
intuitive interface, which helps servicers with the setup.
This procedure is simplified and therefore quicker in the KELVIN application. Diagrams show 
marked connections of relays and sensors and include descriptions of parameters, which is 
everything you need to perform quick setup and diagnostics. Time-consuming browsing of the 
manual is no longer necessary. You can easily view and change the settings. The time required for 
the activation of the heating system is shortened, and all of this can help you save time and money. 
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The simplified procedure for setting up 
the heating controller

Controller operation can be configured with a tool 
for setting up the parameters. We offer a range 
of useful tools, such as displaying only modified 
parameters, history of parameter changes or 
search by parameters.
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1 Display of modified parameters only.

2 Search by parameter name.

3 Display of all parameters at a time.

4 Set parameter value.

5 Turning the parameter value back to the 
default value.

6 Changing the value with the slider or by 
clicking the icon + or -.

7 History of the parameter modifications.

8 Saving changes.
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The KELVIN application for installers and servicers

Forget the unnecessary drive for looking for the required 
spare part

Heating systems failures are different and until now you never knew which material you needed 
for repair works. You were only completely sure about it when you arrived at the building and 
diagnosed the cause of the problem. It was often the case that you didn't have the required part in 
the vehicle. The client was in a bad mood, the time without heating was extended and purchasing 
the required part and going back to the building took extra time and changed your schedule.

Come to the building prepared

The KELVIN application allows you to check the notification about which heating systems of your 
customers are problematic at anytime. Diagnostics can help you identify whether the actuator, 
the circulation pump or the burner is not working properly. Check the proper operation of the 
temperature sensor. A qualitative perspective on the type of error in the building is now available 
for you before you head to the facility and therefore you can prepare all the material required for 
the repair. Visits can now be planned in detail. Now you can be prepared with everything that you 
need for the repair and perform the repair in the estimated time, which will keep your customers 
satisfied.
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The malfunction data help the service 
agents in preparing and planning visits

The KELVIN application provides notification on 
irregular operation of customers’ heating systems. 
According to these data service agents estimate 
the severity of the malfunctions and determine 
how urgent their visit is. 
The data on the fault elements are crucial for 
quality preparation before heading to the facility. 
The data allow the service agents to prepare 
everything they need for the repair.
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Prevent stressful calls from your customers

As soon as you arrive home you receive a call about the malfunction of the heating system in the 
building which you just left.
Such calls are every service agent’s nightmare. You know that you set all the necessary settings, 
however you have a nagging doubt. You wish that you did not have to go back to the facility, but 
the problem must be solved.

Gladly pick up the phone

The KELVIN application provides excellent diagnostics of your customers’ heating systems, your 
notes on possible distinctive features, a photo of the boiler room, which will additionally refresh 
the status of the heating system, operation history and the possibility to perform repairs which you 
previously had to perform in the building itself.
To monitor the system operation over a period of time and to optimise settings if necessary is also 
very important. Your work will become less stressful and you will now be able to deal with small 
repairs, that previously took a lot of your time and energy, from your office and invest in more 
important business during the time you gained.
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Get a detailed overview of your 
customers’ heating systems

The overview of the system provides 
you with information on measured and 
calculated temperatures, operation 
status of control outputs and the 
chosen hydraulic scheme. 
Access more detailed data via the 
“diagnostics” menu. In the event of 
necessary corrections, the latter may 
be performed in the “parameters” menu 
and the “heating circuits” menu.
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Help your customers with application setup

Every service agent meets customers who have already found basic setup too complex and do not 
want to think about it, and customers who are extremely independent at changing the settings. Both 
types of customers require the service agent’s assistance with managing the heating system and its 
proper functioning at least once in a while.

How can you help your customers?

The CLAUSIUS application allows end customers to check the status of their heating system, 
change specific settings and take action when potential errors occur. Everything that the CLAUSIUS 
application provides for the customer, the KELVIN application provides for the service agents. 
In the event a customer needs assistance, the service agent can change the room heating method, the 
heating schedule or the set temperature, and switch the user functions such as PARTY, ECO, HOLIDAY 
or sanitary water heating, on or off. 
The service agent may review the complete history of settings, including those which were 
accidentally changed by the customer. Offering immediate assistance to your customers will not take 
too much of your time.
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Quick customer assistance for user setup

The “Heating Circuits” overview enables the 
option of accessing all active heating circuits in 
the customer’s building. Time programmes, user 
functions, changes of night and day temperature 
or schedule changes can be set for each heating 
circuit. For easier recognition of the heating 
circuits, we can also name them as desired.
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Prepare tenders that your customers will not be able to 
refuse

The KELVIN application allows the service agent to become familiar with the customer’s needs and 
their heating system. 
Using the operation diagnostic, photos of the existing boiler room, heating system inventory and 
their comments, the service agent can critically review the status quo and find out how to improve 
the heating system. 

Use your knowledge

Use your knowledge to make a quality quote for the renovation or modification of the customer’s 
heating system. Support the quote with actual data on performance and arguments for possible 
savings with the investment. A customer that already trusts you and was satisfied with your 
services in the past will have an easier time deciding for your initiatives and suggestions. Prepare 
the quotes systematically and fill your capacity throughout the year.
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Expand your circle of customers with the help of the KELVIN application

Convince your customers to let you take care of their heating system. Provide control and quick service assistance at possible 
malfunctions. Take advantage of the KELVIN application and offer senior users assistance with the setup of user settings. More 
and more customers will want comprehensive services and a modern way of cooperation with their service agent, therefore 
the number of customers will keep increasing. The KELVIN application will enable you to use the technology of the future and 
therefore widen the difference between you and your competition.
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The success train is leaving. Will you join us on board or  
will you stay behind?

Innovations and learning are development momentum of every company. Service agents who 
acknowledge the advantage of KELVIN applications will be able to use less time to provide better 
quality services to your customers. The use of the application is as simple as possible. It will require 
a little bit of perseverance and basic knowledge, which you have already gained while using your 
smartphone.

Do not let them be faster than you are. Set your path to success with the KELVIN application.
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How can I become a KELVIN application user?

More at: www.seltronhome.com

Simple and free of charge

1. You can download the application on your phone or 
tablet from https://kelvin.seltronhome.com.

2. Create a user account.
3. You will receive an e-mail to activate the account.
4. Upon the first login into the application, you can test 

its functions with a preset demo customer. 
5. Invite your customers, users of the CLAUSIUS 

application, to set you as an authorised service 
agent and enable you to access their heating system 
data. You have to provide them with your e-mail 
address, which you used to register into the KELVIN 
application.  

Service agents can help less skilled users by performing 
the registration and establishing the necessary 
connections for subsequent access to the customer’s 
heating system.
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KELVIN application user support:

Aleš Krivonog

Tel.: 041 291 764

E-mail: ales.krivonog@seltron.si


